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‘In terms of “output,” what matters 
to me most is making really 
beautiful prints... Innova is one of 
the companies that’s making this 
possible.’
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Step inside digital - British panoramic 
photographer and Innova FibaPrint 
advocate tells us his story of a career 
in photography.
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Innova recommend Amadou’s new 
book which will teach about limited 
edition printing and how to choose 
the best equipment.

MASTERING DIGITAL BLACK 
& WHITE - A NEW BOOK BY 
AMADOU DIALLO

The Digital Art People - Seeing Digital Differently



Jean Miele - Digital visionary

For Brooklyn-based photographer Jean Miele, 
the digital darkroom is science matched to 
the art of dreams
‘I make photographs to remind myself that there is more 
to this world than meets the eye. I make photographs to 
remind myself anything is possible.’

For Jean Miele, photography is about capturing visions, a 
suggestive, even transcendent, moment that makes a powerful 
connection with the viewer’s imagination. Of his ongoing series, 
Landscapes of the Mind, he has written: ‘I make landscape 
photographs because they remind me of the images which 
linger from dreams. Their power lies in the ability to inspire a 
perfect, quiet, strong place within. They connect me to a higher, 
more conscious part of myself and I hope ... provide [viewers] 
with similar inspiration.’

The ‘perfect places’ of Miele’s finely crafted, highly stylized 
monochrome photographs have an established, international 
following. His work, which draws on influences as diverse 
as American master photographer Ansel Adams and ancient 
Japanese and Chinese ink paintings, is held in numerous private 
collections and has been shown in galleries from New York 
to Norway. ‘Classical Landscape Photography and the Digital 
Darkroom’, his solo exhibition of 28 large-scale, digitally-
enhanced black-and-white landscape photographs at the 
Fernbank Museum in Atlanta, Georgia, was specially extended 
by popular demand. During its 12-month run it was seen be 
more than 100,000 visitors.

The appeal of his work may be due in part to an aesthetic that 
bridges both historic and innovative approaches, explains Miele. 
‘My photographs represent the fusion of classical 20th century 
landscape photography and 21st century technology. 

It would be easy to assume that Miele’s primary interests are 
aesthetic, rather than technical, but of course photography is an 
art of nuts and bolts as well as image and effect. In fact, Jean 
Miele has a keen interest in technique. He was an early advocate 
of the digital darkroom and has gone on to become a leading 
proponent of its central place in 21st-century photography, as 

well as an acclaimed teacher of digital techniques.
There has been much debate about the acceptability of digital 
prints as fine art photographs, he acknowledges, ‘Ironically, this 
thinking closely parallels the sentiments of many 19th (and 
even 20th) century painters and art critics. Concerned about 
the implications of photomechanical reproduction, they argued 
against the acceptance of photography itself as an art form.’ 
Now no one would deny photographers’ place among the 
defining image-makers of their age. And the digital revolution is 
as important a marker for the future as was the 20th-century’s 
recognition that photography was as a powerful an art form as 
painting or sculpture. 

A key element of producing great photographic prints is, of 
course, the media on which they are made and for Miele, the 
creation of Innova Art’s FibaPrint® Gloss, a TIPA and DIMA  
Award-winning digital paper that mimics the look and feel of a 
traditional darkroom fibre print, has been an exciting discovery.

‘In terms of “output,” what matters to me most is making 
really beautiful prints. A strong image deserves to be printed 
as a perfect object: beautiful surface, rich tones, clean whites, 
deep blacks. I’m making the best prints I’ve ever made - and the 
hardware and the materials just keep getting better.
Innova is one of the companies that’s making this possible.
They’ve introduced some wonderful papers. I made all the 
prints for my exhibition in Oslo: “Seeing Is Believing” on 
Innova’s Fibaprint White Gloss paper. I just love it. It reminds 
me of the double-weight fibre-based gelatin-silver paper I used 
to favour – except the blacks are better.’

New technology is simply another strand of every 
photographer’s inheritance of and innovations to the history 
of photography as a fine art medium, says Miele. ‘Digital 
photographic prints, like those I choose to create and exhibit, 
are merely the latest in a long line of photographic printing 
processes. 19th-century salt prints, albumen prints, platinum 
prints and similar processes were all but replaced by silver 
prints during the 20th century.’  
Today’s photographers, using some borrowed ideas and many 
new ones, are sparking new life in a grand tradition.

www.jeanmiele.com

www.diallophotography.com

The inherent nature of black and white photography places a premium on creative 
interpretation of the image captured by the lens. This book is devoted to the idea that even in 
the complexity of the digital darkroom, technique exists to serve the photographer. We must 
use our tools to allow the image to speak, rather than subject pixels to a rigid set of editing 
maxims. This book provides an in-depth understanding and use of digital imaging tools—the 
“why”, as well as the “how”. Concrete examples of how the aesthetic demands of an image 
guide choices in technique and materials. Using information in this book you will be able to:

• Choose equipment best suited to your needs
• Establish a workflow that leads to predictable and repeatable results
• Enhance the quality of your images
• Develop a methodology for high quality black and white printing
• Plan and create an effective portfolio
• Understand crucial issues relating to limited editions and print longevity

Amadou Diallo is a photographer, writer, digital imaging consultant and teacher. 
He has established an international reputation for his fine art printing and 
digital photography workshops, offered through his studio.

www.masteringdigitalbwbook.com
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DIMA Award Winners 2007 NEW! FibaPrint® Glazed Papers

WEBSITE Updates

www.innovaart.com
We have recently updated and added more information to our 
website. This includes a new Standards section where you can 
find information about environmental policy, testing of our 
papers for longevity on the Blue Wool scale and Fogra and our 
ISO certificate. 
We strive to support our customers by providing generic icc 
printing profiles for many of our papers and the most recent 
inkjet printers on the market. Recent additions in our profile 
section include HP Z series, Epson 3800, 7800 / 9800 and the 
Canon iPF5000. To make contacting us easier we have included 
a distributor and reseller section listing by country. Also new is 
a press release section, and e-mail enquiry form.

www.pmai.org

www.innovaart.com

Innova Art scoops 4 DIMA Awards to add to the TIPA Award 
gained in 2006 for ‘Best Independent Inkjet Paper’.
The DIMA Awards are selected from a panel of digital Imaging 
editors from hundreds of products offered from innovative 
companies  from the Photographic industry. Colour patches 
are used in the testing on criteria such as neutral gray balance 
reproduction, saturation, shadow detail and quality, overall 
tonality and highlights.
The DIMA Shoot out Awards Innova have been awarded are:
• Best Photo Media 8.5 x 11”
• Best Photo Media 13 x 19”
• Best Photo Media 24”+
All for FibaPrint® White Gloss 300gsm
And the dual award:
• Best Alternative Substrate - with Colorburst RIP 
Also for FibaPrint® White Gloss 300gsm

Exhibitons & Sponsorship

Tell us your story...
Since Innova began a little over 4 years ago, we have built 
up a following of experts and highly acclaimed artists and 
photographers who use our papers. If you are using our Digital 
Fine Art papers or canvas and have an exhibition or project 
coming up, why not contact us for available opportunities? We 
will then send you details of our selection process. Contact us 
at: marketing@innovaart.com, or download the application 
form at: www.innovaart.com/downloads.

**See us at Salon de la Photo-Paris, PMA Europe - Birmingham, 
Photo Expo - New York, Paperworld - Frankfurt, Focus On 
Imaging - NEC, UK, PMA - Las Vegas **
(See website for more details)

Innova Art launch three new canvases
Photo Glossy, Photo Matte & fine Art Matte
At Innova, we believe our new Photo Glossy canvas is an 
exciting and unique product which will transform the output 
of your images onto canvas and cut down on finishing time.  
The smooth woven surface of this polycotton canvas has been 
coated with a microporous gloss coating which is similar to 
the gloss coating we use on our FibaPrint range of papers. 
Therefore we achieve an extremely high level of gloss which 
enhances colour gamut, and d-max in the dark areas of a print, 
whilst the smooth weave keeps detail needed in photographic 
images.  The Microporous coating results in a very flexible 
canvas which is excellent for stretching and framing. The 
high gloss finish will also eliminate the need to varnish post 
printing for protection as it is already a very robust and water 
resistant media.

In addition the Photo Canvas Matte is a high white canvas 
with a smooth woven surface which makes it ideal for the 
reproduction of Photographic images and artwork where high 
detail is required, whilst still retaining the qualities of a true 
canvas.  The Fine Art Matte canvas is similar to the matte 
Photo Canvas but with a textured more traditional woven 
surface which makes it ideal for the reproduction of artworks 
such as oils, acrylic and where the surface of the canvas will be 
used to enhance the work. It is natural white in colour whereas 
the Photo canvases are high white. 

All the new canvases are very flexible because of their 
polycotton content, and are ideal for stretching. The canvases  
are water resistant and can be finished with waterbased and 
solvent giclee varnishes to seal the surface and extend UV 
resistance. (A test should be done first as we cannot guarantee 
every product on the market with our canvas).

All products are available in 15m rolls on a 3” core in 17”, 24”, 
36”, 44” and 60” widths. Please contact us for further details 
and pricing.

FibaPrint® Super Glazed & Semi-Glazed 
New and innovative products like our range of FibaPrint digital 
papers create big interest and there has been a lot of recent 
attention around baryta papers for digital printing. 
Innova are once again forerunners in exciting new products and 
leading the way with our new “Glazed’ FibaPrint papers. 
Our newest Fibre based digital baryta paper has the ultra 
glossy look a traditional fibre based darkroom paper achieved 
by ferrotype drying. The highly glazed surface enhances 
image definition and deepness of blacks. We have had many 
photographers tell us that our FibaPrint digital fibre based 
papers have matched and exceeded the traditional fibre based 
papers of the traditional darkroom, and we will continue to 
bring you the latest innovative papers for your digital darkroom.
FibaPrint Glazed will be launched in autumn 2007.

Above right - ©Ricardo Barras  www.ricardobarros.com
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The Digital Art People - Seeing Digital Differently

A veteran press and commercial photographer, David 
Osborn has done it all, from photographing elections, major 
sporting events to nine months covering the bloody fight for 
independence in the southern Philippines. His commercial 
clients range BP to BAA. In his recent, more personal work, 
he has turned to digital techniques to produce the prints he 
wants. He spoke to Mark Armitage

What was your first introduction to Innova Art’s range of 
papers?
I got to know the papers through black and white darkroom guru 
and photographer Danny Chau, who at that time was running a 
studio in north London. I saw straight away that it was a major 
step forward: a digital paper that captured all of the traditional 
look and feel of the fibre-based photo papers that have been 
used in the wet darkroom for decades. I think FibaPrint Gloss 
bridges the last major hurdle between traditional darkroom 
prints and digital photography. The prints look and feel right but 
can be made with all the advantages of digital image production. 
And I think the prints themselves are superior to the finest 
quality darkroom fibre print in terms of archival performance, 
dMax and tonal contrast range.

And what made you a photographer anyway?
I did a degree in Graphic Design at Camberwell College of Arts, 
London, but my heart was not in it. As soon as I discovered 
photography it suited my personality much better. I was 
allowed to study photography full-time. I made up my own 
projects. It was all rather unorthodox, making it up as I went 
along – but what professional photographer doesn’t have to work 
that way sometimes?
After a couple of years of freelancing, I was taken on by Reuter 
News Pictures in Fleet Street. I shot anything that came up: 
visits by heads of state, weddings (Prince Andrew marrying Sarah 
Ferguson), the Tottenham and Brixton race riots, Wimbledon... 
The discipline of it was all about image content, quality and 
composition in the race against time – there was never enough! 
I left there when I felt that wasn’t much more I could do but it 
was a great first job.

And then you took more commercial work?
Yes. I became more interested in image quality, which took me 
away from news and into commercial projects. I really enjoyed 
the challenge of doing something so different and did a lot of 
experimenting with studio flashes and large-print cameras. 
I was and still am very interested in technique – even while 
I was at college, my main project was studying Old Master 
painting techniques. I have always wanted to stretch myself and 
I’m also a great believer that you have to teaching yourself a 
technique to be fully in control of it as a photographer. I taught 
myself densitometry for example and it’s the same approach I 
took to digital techniques many years later.  Since then, I have 

worked in Australia, did a nine-month stint covering the fight 
for independence (from both sides!) in the southern Philippines 
and held a one-man show of my photographs of the English 
landscape in Dallas, USA. I moved back to the UK in 2000.

Is working digitally very different?
As a photographer, I would say it is no different all. You have to 
understand the basics like resolution and file size but camera 
skills transfer very easily. Actually I was initially rather anti-
digital and it was commercial pressures that made me try it. 
Once I did, I thought ‘Wow!’. Looking back it seems hard to 
believe I would sometimes be posting off 100 rolls of film – now 
I look at the back of the camera.

What inspired your panoramic English landscapes?
A love of the English countryside and the great outdoors. A 
desire to loosen the shackles of commercial work. Perhaps a 
sense of wanting to do something more personal.
I took 80 images over a year, which led to the exhibition in Dallas 
and an accompanying limited edition book. At that stage I was 
scanning transparencies on a drum scanner but I soon realised 
that the more steps there are in a process the greater the chance 
of losing quality. I began to learn more about Photoshop and a 
whole load of techniques for showing what you want to appear 
and what not.
Initially I printed the digital file via lightjet but somehow the 
images had a flat, plastic look. It was also rather expensive. 
I bought myself an Epson 2100P to produce proofs and 
immediately the print came out, thought: this isn’t a proof, it’s 
beautiful! That was what switched me on to digital technology. 
Now I own an Epson Stylus Photo 9800 and print the images on 
Innova’s FibaPrint and I’ve not looked back. I’m a convert!

What are the advantages?
You don’t need a darkroom and all the chemistry. You work with 
a computer and a printer. You can proof at any point. You can 
focus to an amazing level of detail. There are no intermediate 
steps, no filters between you and what the camera captures. And 
when you feel you’ve lost the plot with an image, you turn your 
PC off and have a look the next day. You don’t do the darkroom 
thing of working all night to finish a print once you’ve begun or 
of starting all over again if things don’t work out.
Digital is perfect for my landscapes because my aim is to fill the 
viewer’s field of vision, to remove the fact of film, the fact of this 
being a picture because it is so sharp and intense that you feel 
you could step into it. It can be slightly freaky! And I love the 
possibilities of large format. Photography has always been such a 
small medium. I’d like to create room-size images.

And FibaPrint adds that extra dimension?
If I could sit down and design a paper this would be it.

Step Inside Digital - DAVID OSBORN
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www.britishpanoramics.com 


